'
·In the tradition of liberal Protestantism, the reformers were fre! queritly extolled 'not because of, but in spite of, their actual reformatory doctrines. For Hegel, and especially Lut~e~, the Reformatio~ consti'.. foted a cruCial moment in the history' of ill.ought because at this juiic~ ture the concept of human freedom came to' th~ fore. He' thus reduced Refoiniation theology to the dictum: "Man is destined through himself to be free."6 In this view 'the Reformation was merely the' qrst phas'~ of the Enlightenment; Luther mid Calvin', the precursors·of Rousseau and Voltaire! · · ·· · · · · " · .· The German historian Leopold von Ranke inaugurated a new era in Reforffiation historiography when' he pubiished his monumental the Reformation, in its seminal tendencies, belonged to the "authoritarian" worldview of the Middle Ages. The breakthrough to modem t . s came not in the sixteenth century with the Reformation but in the 1me h . . eighteenth with the Enlightenment. The famous churc histonan and Luther scholar Karl Holl rebutted Troeltsch and claimed that Luther and the reformers had presaged many positive developments in modem culture, notably in the concepts of personality.and community. 9 Closely related to this debate is the issue.of the relationship of the Renaissance to the Reformation. The word Renaissance; which was originally only.a term in the history of art,:has come to represent a period of ·cultural .flourishing-intellectual; literary, artisticthat swept through Italy and then northern Europe from the fourteenth through the sixteenth centuries.-The link between Renaissance and Reformation: is often said to be humanism, which refers not to an anthropocentric philosophy of life· but rather to a pattern of education and activism modeled upon a quasi-religiousreverence for classical precedence. ·Humanism deeply affected every branch of the Reformation ... Luther developed his insight into Pauline theology while usillg Erasmus's edition of the Greek New Testament. Zwingli, Calvin, Melanchthon, and Beza, among many others, were steeped in humanistic studies before embracing the Protestant message. Still, we cannot simply equate humanism and the Reformation; for in the wake of the Lutheran schism, humanist was divided from humanist as deeply as Protestant was from Catholic.
,, Was the Reformation the fulfillment or the antithesis of the Renaissance?. Enno van Gelder, argued. the latter, claiming, that the Reformation was basically at odds with positive elements of the Renaissance carried forth by such ·scholars as Erasmus and Montaigne. 10 On the other hand, William Bouwsma pointed t9 impor~ tant affinities between the deep tensions in Renaissance culture, and the solutions offered by. the Protestant reformers. Thus;·. he. d~scribed the Reformation as "the theologica.lfulfiilment of the Renaissance." 11 'i .
•, . The problem of periodiiation has defied an easy'corisensus. It is clear that the Reformation was ambiguously and eclectically related to both medieval and modem impulses. Heiko A. Oberman, whose research on the late medieval· context of the Reformation would seem to validate Troeltsch's thesis, has nonetheless found "the birthpangs of the Modem Era" in three characteristics of the later Middle Ages:
(1) the discovery of the inductive method in scientific research,.,(2) a new view of human dignity based on a covenantal understanding of the relationship between God and the human, and (3) the clo~ing of the gap between sacre<l and secular'.~~ Without overdefining our tei-ms,,it is best to see the Reformation as an era of transition, charact~rlzed by
the emergence of a new kind.of culture *at was struggling to be born even as the old one .was still passing away.
Political, Social, and Economic Interpretations Clearly the Reformation lends itself to an examination of these factors. In the political sphere it witnessed the rise Of the modem nationstate, the last serious attempt to make the Holy Roman Empire a viable force in European politics, and the beginning of dynastic religious wars. Why the·Reformation succeeded in Germany,. failed in France, and never took root in Spain can only be understood in the light of the distinct political histories of these nations. Economically, the influx of gold from the New World, together with the breakup of feudal land economies, created runaway illflation and economic dislocation. The relationship between the·Reformation and the.rise of capitalism has been studied .extensively •and•continues·to generate controversy. Likewise, the social, forces operative= in the ·Reformation have. been investigated in great detaiL We now have a much. fuller picture of the social realities of the' sixteenth century: the resurgence of witchcraft, the impact of printing, the ethos of urban life, changing family struc.:. tures-aWof which impinged directly upon the religiousjmpulses of the age. 13 Some of the most creative interpretations of the Reformation have been set forth by-Marxist historians.who, from Friedrich Engels to Gerhard Zschabitz, have interpreted the class struggles of the sixteenth century as a prototype of revolutions in the twentieth.
Ecumenical Historiography
. · Perhaps no scholar has had more influence 'on contempora.fY Roman Catholic interpretations of the Reformation than Joseph Lortz. ·His two-volume study of The Refonnation in Germiuiy (1939..:..40) broke decisively with earlier Catholic poleffiics against the Reformation arid offered a basically positive, if still critical, appraisal of Luther. An entire "school" of ecumenical Catholic historians has followed in Lortz's footsteps. This tradition of irenic scholarship has received a further impetus since the SecondVatican Council. On the Protestant side, we may mention the new interest in the reformers geri.:: erated by Emil Brunner, Paul Tillich, and especially Karl Barth. While this emphasis has been decidedly confessional in part (cf. the "Luther renaissance" associated with Karl Holl), .it has also contributed to a wider appreciation of the reformers as servants of the entire church; ..
THE REFORMATION AS RELIGIOUS INITIATIVE
While the foregoing approaches to Reformation history provide valuable insights for understanding such a complex period,, we must recognize that the Reformation was essentially a religious event; its deepest concerns, theological. In this study we are not concerned to tell the "whole story" of the Reformation. Our primary focus is neither the political, social, nor the strictly historical dimensiOns. Rather we are concerned with the theological self-understanding of five major reformers. Although we shall have occasion for critical assessment, we must not prejudge the validity of the reformers' thought. If F. M; Powicke's dictum; "A vision or an idea is not to be judged by its value for us, but by its value to the man who had it,'' 14 is not the whole truth; it at least reminds us that we cannot begin to evaluate the significance of ·earlierChristians, especially the reformers, until we have asked ourselves their questions and listened well to their answers. Impressed by'the secular context of current events, we are tempted to interpreMhe past in:terms of contemporary standards, rather than those of the age we are studying. It is easy to assume that princes and reformers, like modem statesmen and diplomats, were motivated primarily by secular concerns. Yet the Lutheran George of Brandenburg, when required by Emperor Charles V to participate in a Corpus Christi procession, replied that he would sooner kneel down and have his head cut off;l 6 Likewise, Galaezzo Caracciolo, arelative of the pope who was converted to the reform, preferred'a life of exile, including sepa~ ration from his wife; and six children; to the renunciation of his newfound·faith.17-Such examples give poignancy to Luther's lines: "Let goods and kindred go, This mortal life also; The body they may kill: God's truth abideth still, His kingdom is forever.'~ It is well to remember that the age of the Reformation produced more martyrs than all of the persecutions in the early church.
Of course, not·everyone in the· Reformation was afflicted ·with martyrdom lust. Montaigne, no doubt, spoke for many when he said, "There is nothing for ·which I wish to break my neck." 18 Religious toleration .was often advocated by those least moved by religious passion, as the case of les politiques in France demonstrates. Still, the reformers-Protestant, Catholic, and radical alike-were able to accomplish· what they did because they were alive to the deepest struggles and hopes of their age. By tapping this profound reservoir of spiritual yearning, the reformers affected a major.change in religious sensibilities. In this sense the.Reformation was at once a revival.and a revolution. ci; :
After an:initial chapter, in which a number of the.spiritual currents of the late Middle Ages are described, this book offers a theological profile of five.major reformers of the sixteenth century: Martin Luther, Huldrych Zwingli, John Calvin, Menno Simons; and William Tyndale. Each of these figures stands at the headwaters of:a major confessional tradition, in . the· Reformatjon. ·Luther, who ·is . the semi~ nal theological genius· of the entire Reformation, left his•partieular stamp on those Protestants who adhered to theAugsburg Confession. By the end ofthe sixteenth century, the "Lutherans" were the dominant religious party in most of Germany and in all of Scandinavia. Zwingli and Calvin, reformers of Zurich and Geneva respectively, are 16 the coparents of the Reformed tradition, which spread far beyond the confines of its native Swiss context to embrace reformatory movements from Scotland and France to Hungary and Poland: Each of these three-Luther, Zwingli, and Calvin-though differing from one another in significant ways, was a magisterial Reformer; that is, his reform movement was endorsed, indeed established, by magistrates, the ruling civil authorities. Tyndale was condemned in England and executed on the Continent at the hands of imperial authorities, but his last recorded words reveal his hope for a renewal of the church led by a reformed magistracy: "Oh Lord, open the king of England's eyes." Menno Simons is the "odd fellow out'.'. among these five. He left his position as priest in the Roman Church to become a leader of the Anabaptists, one.of the major groupings of the Radical Reformation: The Mennonites, or Mennists, as they were originally called, were quite active in the Low Countries. Their influence was felt from England in the West to Russia in the East. By the early seventeenth century they had gained a measure of toleration in some places; in Menno's day they lived under perpetual threat of banishment and death. The church of Jesus Christ, however, is universal in respect to time as well as space. The reformers we study are both our fathers in the faith and our brothers in the community of the faithful. Their struggles and doubts, their victories and defeats are also ours.
Many of the theological issues with which they wrestled seem far removed from contemporary concerns. For most modem Christians the intricacies of predestination, the precise mode of Christ's presence in the Eucharist, and the arguments for and against infant baptism are matters of acute indifference. Concealed in such controverted points, however, are burning questions of life and death, questions about who God is, how divine revelation is imparted, and what constitutes the true church. The five reformers we focus on in this book faced these and many other questions with an integrity and lived-out courage that we can both admire and emulate, even if we cannot agree with all of their answers. Peter of Blois, a medieval theologian who died nearly three hundred years before Luther was born, expressed a sense of gratitude for the Christian writers of antiquity that should also characterize our attitude toward the reformers of the sixteenth century: "We are like dwarfs standing on the shoulders of giants; thanks to them, we see farther than they. Busying ourselves with the treatises written by the ancients, we take their choice thoughts, buried by age and human neglect, and we raise them, as it were, from death to renewed life." 20 19 Jaroslav Pelikan, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1971), 1. Pelikan's definition echoes the opening article of the Formula of Concord: "We believe, confess, and teach that the only rule and norm, according to which all dogmas and all doctors ought to be esteemed and judged, is no other whatever than the prophetic and apostolic writings both of the Old and of the New Testaments. 
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THEOLOGY OF THE REFORMERS decayed, and weak, old, covetous, confused of speech I I see only female and male fools I The end approaches, in sooth . . . all goes badly," expressed a common mood of dismay and melancholy.
1 In fact, this sense of malaise, the feeling that the times were out of joint, combined with the rising tide of religious expectations, produced an age of . extraordinary anxiety.
Paul Tillich, in his book The Courage to Be, outlined the history of Western civilization in terms of three recurring types of anxiety.
2 The end of classical antiquity was marked by ontic anxiety, an intense preoccupation with fate and death. Toward the end of the Middle Ages, the restitutionanxiety, of guilt and. condemnation predominated. This in tum gave way, at the end of the modem period, to the spiritual anxiety of emptiness and loss 'of meaning.
. While we do not quarrel with Tillich's thesis of a moral crisis on the eve of the Refomiation, in fact all three types of· anxiety were amply present. Death, guilt, and loss of meaning resound with jarring dissonance in the literature, art, and theology of this period.
These three themes emerge vividly in Luther's struggle to find a gracious God. Struck down by a thunderstorm, and fearing imminent death, Luther vowed to become a monk. Once in the monastery, he was plagued with an overwhelming sense of guilt. Most terrifying of all were the assaults of dread and despair, the Anfechtungen, as Luther called them, when he teetered on the brink and nearly collapsed:· While Luther's spiritual struggle was his own; he epitomized the hopes and· fears of his age. He was, we might say, just like everybody else, only more so: Furthermore, his doctrine of justification; and his theology 'of the.church that grew• out of it, spoke powerfully to the primal apprehensions of his time. In this respect the theology of the reformers was a specific response to the special anxiety of their age;
A morbid preoccupation with suffering and death pervaded Europe in thdate Middle Ages. At the root of this were the twill .phenomena of famine and plague.: So severe was the agrarian crisis in the early fourteenth century that some people resorted to cannibalism: In 1319 the corpses of criminals were reportedl)r' taken from the gallows and eaten by the poor in Poland and Silesia'. 3 Added to this catastrophe was the devastation· of the bubonic plague, or Black Death, which reached its peak in England around 1349, 'and which carried away at least one-third o,f thee~tire Europe~ 'p'opulaiion. J:lpiso.cte's of the plague recurred, down to !he si_xteenth c,entury when the sail~s.of Christopher Columbus brought over a new pJague, syphilis, from the New World.4 In addition to these "natural" disasters, the invention of the gunpowder cannon elevated warfare to a new·savagery.5 ·'
The vision of death manifested itself in sermons and woodcuts as well as in the painting and sculpture of the times. Tombs were frequently adorned with images of a naked ~orpse,, its mouth, agape,. its fists clench'ed, and its bowels devoured' by womi'.s. 
Geneva, recalled that his"conversion to' thejeforined religion' was 24 ' · · ' ' · . ' There were various attempts to assuage the guilt that weighed so heavily Oll the .·souls of the people. Most radical of all were 'the V,<l;riOUS compan_ies of.flagellants, rigorous ascetics who moved fro~ fown to )own, publiCly whippingthemselves with leather scourges, in hope~ of afonii;igJor, theii o~n siris as.well as for those 1 <Jf soCiety. 9 Most sinners preferred.the ·more routine channels of forgiveness:· the sacraments. anq 'the 'par~sacramep.tal ~ids auth9rized by. the chur~h·:
Indulgences, pilgrin,iage.s,. r~lics,. ve#eratfon. of ,the saints, . the rosary, feast' days, adoratiOn of the consecrated host, recital of many "Our Fathers"-all of thes'e were parfof die pe~iteniiai'syste~·wheieby one sought to assure a proper standing before God. \ 0 If the sinner could afford it, he could endow a chantry in which masses would be said on his behalf after his death; Emperor Charles V left provision for 30,000 such masses; whereas Henry VIII of England, who wanted to make doubly sure; required that masses be said for his soul "'while the world shall endiire." 11
Nowhere is the burdensome .. charact~r of late medieval religious life more evident than in the confessiOnal manuals and lay catechisms that came forth in abundance from the newly invented printing presses. Steven Ozment's analysis of these documents shows that the confessional, far from conveying a sense of forgiveness, merely reinforced an already ponderous weight of guilt.
·
A child was capable of confessiOn as early as age seven, the medieval ~eckoning of "the age of ac~o~ntability," He would appear bef~re the priest, recite the Lord's Pray~~ and Cr~ed, theri respond'to.the priest',s queries. These were designed to 'show the child the vari~~s ways.by which he had perhaps transgressed the Ten Co~mandments'. Beyond all. of this, of course, loomed the specter of purgatory and hell whose torments were portrayed in terrifying detail in the art, sculpture, and preaching of the day. Jean Gerson, a leading reformer of the' early fifteenth century, described the religious temper of his times as imagiriatio melancholia, "a melancholy imagination." 16 An example of this imagin.ation ·is'. Sir Thomas ·More's vivid description
of the horrors of p11rgatory._ In his Supplication pf Souls (1529), More placed the following words on the lips of the tormented dead:
If ye pity the 'blind, there is none so bli~d as, we, 'Yhich. iire here in the dark, saving for sights unpleasaii( and loathsome, till some comfort come. If ye pity the lame, there is none so lame as we, that neithe.r can creep one foot out of the fire,·n~r have ~ne hand at liberty to defend our face from theflame. Finally, if ye pity an:)r 'man in pain, never knew ye pain comparable to ours; whose fire as far passeth in heat all the fires that ever burned upon earth, as the hot-. test of all those passeth a feigned fire pairitedon a wall. If . ever ye lay sick, and thought the night long and lo~ged sore 14 Ibid .. 15 Cf. the following assessment: ''These anxious, · cramng gestures, indicating spiritual destitution and the misery of existence,. were of a greater extent and higher intensity than before that time. . for day, while every hour seemed longer than five, bethink you then. \Vhat a long night we silly souls endure, that lie sleepless, restless, burning and broiling in the fire one long night of many days, of many weeks,. and some of many years together .. · .. You'liave your physicians with you, that sometime ~ure':1rid heal you; no physic will help olir pain, nor no plaister cool our heat. Your keepers do you great ease, and put yoti in good comfort; our keepers'. are such as . · God keep you from--cruel, damned sprites,· odious, envi-. ous and hateful, despiteous enemies and despiteful tormen-" tors, an~ their c_ompany more horrible_ and grievous to us than is the pain itself: and the .intolerable torment that they do us, wherewith from top to toe they cease.not continually to tear us. 'The cosmic disruption, with its counterpart on earth in social:and religious unrest,· accounts, in part, for the widespread· obsession with the strange world of the' occult on the'eveofthe Reformation. In 1484 Pope Innocent VIII issued his bull, Summis desiderantes: which mitho'-rized two Dominican inquisitors :to undertake the systematic exter~ mination of:witch:craft. They in tum producedthe infamous Malleus maleficarum, or Witches'·Hamnier, an official textbbok O'n witchcraft containing precise instruction for its detection and prosecution: In the witchcraft hysteria that followed, thousands of poor, old, unprotected (because single) women were subjected to unspeakable tortures:In all, some 30,000 executions for witchcraft had taken place by the end of the sixteenth century. 21 All sorts· of calamitienvere"blamed on the . . We have seen that the .late Middle Ages, far from being a period 'of decline, was alive with all sorts of spiritual vitalities. It was, as Lucien Febvre. de.scribed it, an age with "an immense. appetite for the divirie."~3 The thirnt for 'dod. was sometimesfeflected in:biZarre patterns of spirituality:,braying at.Mass in honor.of the dorikey on which.Mary rode, the name of Jesus tattooed over, the heart, veneration of bleeding hosts. More often it followed the. beaten paths· of mainline piety. But,
. 
THE QUEST FORTHE TRUE CHURCH
Closely related to.the anxiety that marked all phases 'of life in the late Middle Ages was a crisis of confidence in the identity and authority of the church. Unlike the doctrines of the Trinity .incl Christology, which were subjects of official 'conciliar definitions in the early church, the doctrine of the church had never received such dogmatic status. Neither Peter Lombard in his Fou'r Books of Sentences nor Thomas Aquinas in his Summa· Theologica has ·a separate locus for the church in his. systematic theology. However,; from. the fourteenth century onward, numerous treatises bear the title De ecclesia. This explosion'of interest in ecclesiology coincided'with extensive iristitu~ tional 'changes within the church as well as with the social and political crises we have already touched upon: ..
The Refomi~tion is often portrayed as having shattered the unity of the medieval church, bequeathing to the modem worldthe legacy of a divided Christendom. When we look closer at the centuries pre~ ceding the Reformation, however, we discover a plurality of ecclesial forms and doctrines. The Protestant reformers, as we· shall see, also differed among themselves' concerning the nature' arid function of the church and its ministry. The Reformation of the sixteenth century. was thus a continuation of the quest for the true· ch~rch ·that had begun long before Luther, Calvin, 'or the fathers 'of Trent entered the lists. 24 Let us consider briefly five competing models of the church in the late Middle Ages. · · . · . :
. ··'
In medieval times the Curia J?pmana referred to the papal court, including all of.the offi~ials and f1:1nctionaries who assisted the pope in the governance of the church. Curialism thus was a theory of church government that invested supreme authority, both temporal and spiritual, in the hands of the papacy.
The Church of Rome, with its dual apostolic affiliation (both "Christianization" of the Roman Empire. 25 This event, coupled with the barbarian onslaughts of the fifth century; left the bishop of Rome in a politically strategic position. The relationship between the temporal and spiritual realms~ften stated in terms of the "two swords" (Luke 22:38)-was given classic formulation by Pope Gelasius I who, in a letter of 494 to Emperor Anastasi us, declared: , .
. ;
Two there ~e, august emperor: by which this world is chiefly ruled, the sacred authority[auctorita~] of the priesthood and the royal power fpotestas]. Of these the responsibility of the priests is more weighty .. ·.'.And if the hearts of the faithful should be submitted to all priests in general, ..... how much more should assent be given. to the bishop of that see which the Most High wishes to be pre-eminent·· over all priests, and which the devotion of the church has honored ever since. 26 Although•papal power was significantly reduced during feudalism, the Gelasian principle was reasserted with a vengeance ·in the high Middle· Ages. The pronouncements of three popes in particular constitute the high watermark of papal claims to worldly preeminence.
Pope Gregory VII, at the heightof the Investiture Controversy in 1075, issued his famous Dictatus Papae, a list of twenty-seven statements concerning papal power. He claimed, for example, that the pope "is the. only one.whose feet are to.be kissed by all princes," that the pope could depose.emperors, convene synods, and absolve subjects.of the feudal obligations;. Moreover, .he insisted that "the· Roman Church has never erred, nor ever, by the witness of Scripture, shall err to all eternity."
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. The pope who came closest to putting into effect Gregory's '.'Dictates" was Innocent III (H98-.:1216), who presided .over a vast world empire'; He believed that ill the hierarchy of being the pope occu~ pied.a middle position between the. divine and the:hunian-''.lower than God but· higher, than man." He likened himself: to the ;''greater light" that God had set in the firmament of the universal church, com.,, pared to which all other. authorities (i.e., the emperor) were but pale reflections. 28 Building on the work of his predecessors, Pope Boniface VIII set forth the most extravagant claims for papal sovereignty in his bull Unam Sanctam (1302). Just as there was one ark; guided by one helmsman, so there is "one holy, Catholic, and apostolic church'' presided over by one supreme spiritual power, the pope, who can tie judged only by God, not by man. Hence, he concluded, "We declare, state, define, and pronounce that it is altogether necessary to salvation for every human ereature to.be subject to the Roman Pontiff." 29 The pontificate rif Boniface' marked the end of one phase and the beginning. of another ·in the history of the papa~y. His death was followed by the seventy-year exile of the papacy in Avignon, the so-called Babylonian Captivity (1309-77), and the shocking confusion of the Great Western Schism (1378-1417), when for a while two, and then three, popes claimed simultaneously to be the supreme head of the church. The futility of Boniface's efforts to wield both temporal and spiritual swords was recognized by many of his contemporaries.,Thus Dante,' who placed Boniface in one of the lowest circles of lleli with two other simoniac popes, described the consequence~ of the curialist position: "Since the Church has sought to be two governme.nts at once, she sinks in much, befouling both. her power and ministry." 30 
Conciliarism
In the early fifteenth century the demand for reformatio in capite et in membris-reformation in head and members-resounded throughout Europe. As one contemporary theologian put it: "The whole world, the clergy, all Christian people, know that a reform of the Church militant is both necessary and expedient. Heaven and the elements demand it. It is called for. by the Sacrifice'of the Precious Blood mounting up to heaven; ·The very stones will soon be constrailled to join in the cry." 31 The specter of the body of Christ divided into three papal obediences, each hurling a.nathemas andinterdicts at the other two, gave urgency to the call forreform. Out of this crisis emerged the conciliar view of the church, which affirmed.the superiority· of ecumenical councils over the pope in the governance and reform of the church: ' At the heart of the conciliar theory was the fundamental distinction between the universal church (representatively embodied in a general council) and the Roman Church (consisting of pope and cardinals).
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Already ill. canon la\\'a loophol~ to the doctrine that the pope was above human judgment had been provided ill the clause-nisi deprehendaiur a fide devius,. "unless he, deviates from th~. faith." 33 Such deviation was interpreted to mean not only manifest heresy but also such acts as threatened the integrity of the church.
Still the question remained: In' the case of multiple schisms, who was qualified to hold the popes accountable? Williani of Ockham had declared that any Christian, even a woman, could call together a general council in a time of emergency'. After seyeral unsu~cessful afrempts to settlethe crisis (e.g., by forced resignatio'nand ·~egotiation), the Council 'of. Co'nstance, summoned by the Emperor Sigismund, . convened in 1414. All three existing p~pes were deposec:L A new pope, Martin V, was elected, and the Great Western Schism was healed; The papacy had been saved-by the council! The conciliar theory, as set forth by thinkers such as Pierre d'Ailly (d. 1420), Jean Gerson (d. 1429), and Dietrich of Niem (d. 1418), did not seek to abolish the papacy but to relegate it to its proper role within the church. They claimed· that· the plenitudo potestatis, "fullness of power," 'resided only in God; hot in' any 'individual man, not even in the pope.The conciliarists advocated one pope; one undivided church, and a: program of moralreform·niodefod on the example of the early church: Such a program, had it been implemented, 'would have greatly reduced the enormous wealth of the curia by eliminat..'. ing many sources of its income: exemptions, dispensations, ;benefices; plenary indulgences, and so ori.'The failure of the conciliar movement contributed in part to the success of the Protestant revolt from· Rome; as well as the continuing cries for reform froin many who remained faithful to'Rome~ "\: · Although the Council of Constance passed· ·two decrees; Sacrosancta (1415), affirming conciliar supremacy, and Frequens (1417), calling for future councils to be convened at regular intervals, the later fifteenth century witnessed the revival of the papal monarchy and the demise of the conciliar movement' The death knell of The decree further warned that anyone attempting· to bypass this i'rijunction would face immediate and irrevocabl~ excommunication.
In effect, ExecrabiliS nullified both'Sacrosancta and Frequens, bringing to an end the era of conciliar reform. Henceforth, reform-within the church~ould ()Illy be inaugurated by the pope.·
Wyclif and Hus
In addition to ending the Great Schism, the Council of Constance also declared ,heretical _the teachings of the English theologian John Wyclif ( d. 1384) and ordered. his bones_ to.be exhumed from the ground and burned. They .then . Wyclif, whom Gordon Rupp dubbed ''the Kierkegaard of the later Middle Ages," leveled a blistering attack against the Christendom of his day. He denounced priests as "robbers ... malicious foxes: . . gluttons ... devils ... apes,". curates as "spurious offshoots not rooted in the vine of the Church." The pope was "the head .vicar of.the fiend" and monasteries "dens of thieves, nests of serpents, houses oHiving
Wyclif's strident:anticlericalism issued from his definition of the church as the predestined body of the elect. Hus later echoed:Wyclif's idea: "The unity of the Catholic Church consists in the bond of predestination, since her individual members are united by predestination; and in the goal of blessedness, since all her sons are ultimately united in blessedness. '' 38 The universal church·. was not,· as the conciliarists had maintained, .the congregation of the faithful scattered· throughout the earth but rather the company of the elect extended throughout time. The church on earth, the .visible church, ~could not be identified with the true church because it counted among :its members· repro~ bates-the "foreknown'' ones (praesciti), as Wyclif called· them-as well as the redeemed. · · · . Wyclif divided the church into three parts: the Church Triumphant (including. the.angels) in heaven, _the Church Militant on earth, and the Church Dormientin purgatory.3 9 As the Church Militant contained both wheat and tares, and as no one could know for sure in this life which of those one was, neither affiliation with the institutional church nor the holding of clerical office guaranteed membership in the invisibl~ chur~h, whose ~;chlef abb~t'' ,was christ.(It iras thus possible to be in the church withou'tbel.ng-~fthe ~hurcli. \vyciif applied this conc~pt direct1y'i~'the'papa~y: ~venthe pope~· might b~ ~mong. ther~probates, in which ca~e th~y' were not 1(; be' obeyed.
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To~~d the end' of his life;
Wyclif repudiated the entire papal system and called 'for'its abolition:
. If wyaif':s; c~v~l~ti~~ 1 of pr~cte~tin~ti~n aR~. ~c,clesipi~gy wove1 a sol,vent to• papa,l ~upremacy, in ,Engla~d, it ignited a national ,reform Ibid., 32: "Item, iuxta sepe dicta non sic assereret quod sit predestinatus, eo quod non est de substancia fidei catholice quod iste sit predestinatus ... sed si non sit predestinatus; non est capitaneus in ecclesia sancta Dei." · · . " movement in Bo.hernia at the impetus of the martyred Hus. Hus did not merely. parrot the doctrine of Wyclif but stood in a tradition of Czech reformers· who emphasized preaching, studying the Scriptures, and eliminating· clerical abuses. He did· not teach,·. as· Wyclif was accused of doing,. that sacraments administered by a sinful priest had no effi" cacy. He did insist, however, that wicked priests and popes-presumably among the praesciti on the principle of "By their fruits you shall know them" -were not to be obeyed. Concerning the papal office he wrote, "Peter's authority. abides in the pope, so long as. he does not depart from the law of the Lord Jesus Christ." 41 The principle of moral discrimination served to undercut both papal pretensions and clerical privileges~· What Hus called for was not the abolition of the institutional church, nor yet the. separation of the godly. from the impure (as the later Hussites believed), but the reform of the church based on the example of Christ and apostolic simplicity.
Both Wyclif and Hus were essentially moral reformers who used the concept of predestination to undermine the ecclesiastical Claims of a corrupt hierarchy. Their appeal to the invisible church, as well as their evaluation of Scripture as a superior norm for doctrine, provided a critical alternative to both. curialism and conciliarism. They bequeathed to the sixteenth-century reformers the unresolved tension between rigid moralism and the true church of the elect.
\;

Spiritual Franciscans
One of the most potent forces of 'dissent in the late Middle Ages was the radical biarich of the Ftaiiciscan order, the Spirltua1s, as they
called themselves, as opposed to the compromising Converituals. The power of thefr'appeal spiaii'g fronitwo sources: Francis ·s· idealof pov~ erty, which the Spirituals understood from reading his Rule to be abso:
lute, and th.e philos~phy of history set forth byJOachini of Fiore' (d.
. 1202), which they applied to their own ordef and to their' own times. In combination these' elements provided .. an. explOsive critique of the contemporary church. Joachim ·divided .history into three ages associated .respectively with the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit way for a millennium of peace that would continue until the last judg.: ment. The Spiritual Franciscans, embittered by their struggles with the papacy, which sided with the Conventuals in its judgment that the vow of poverty need not be so strict; identified themselves as this new order. They did not hesitate to refer to those popes who opposed them, Boniface VIII and John XXII in particular, as Antichrist. For its part, the church was swift to move against the Spirituals. "Poverty is great," said Pope John, "but integrity is greater, and opedience is the greatest good." 42 ·In 1318 four Spirituals were triedby the Inquisition and burned at the stake in Marseilles: As a protest movement within:the church, the Spirituals were effectively crushed. ·Their influence contin7 ued in various sectarian groups in southern France and Italy.
The story of the Spirituals is laced with irony. Francis, who desired to repair the church, gave birth to a movement that, by being faithful to his own ideal, seriously disrupted the church. In this way, "the figure of Christ as a man became the most potent challenge.to the church as divine." 43 Another irony. is that Peter John Olivi, an early leader of the Spiritual Franciscans, argued that certain papal decrees that defended the Spirituals' doctrine of poverty (notably the bull Exiit qui seminat, 1279) were inerrant and infallible! This argument•was directed precisely against later papal attempts to circumvent the earlier ruling. Thus, as Brian Tierney has shown, the doctrine of papal 'infallibility, so lethal a weapon in the arsenal of.later curialism,; was originally an effort to che.ck the excesses· of the papal hierarchy. , ' back to the ecclesia primitiva, modeling their congregations on the simplicity. of the early church. The Waldensians traced their origin to a certain Valdes or Waldo (later named "Peter" to show his continuity with the apostle Peter) who forsook his career as a rich merchant for the life of a mendicant preacher. 44 The "poor men of Lyons," as his early followers were called, soon gained wide acceptance among the lower classes. The· movement quickly spread over most of Europe, from France and Italy to Switzerland, Germany, and even Bohemia, where there was a curious blending of Hussite and Waldensian concerns. Because they had stripped themselves of worldly possessions in imitation of Christ himself, the Waldensians were sometimes referred to as nudi nudum Christum sequentes,>the naked ones who follow a naked Christ. 45 The Waldensian view of the church was characterized by a strong perfectionist tendency and an :antisacerdotal bias. They believed that the Roman Church had lost all of its spiritual authority when Pope Sylvester I received a gift of property and worldly power from Emperor Constantine ill' the fourth century. 46 The.Waldensian priests; known as peifecti, alOne could hear confession or grant absolution. because they alone were untainted with sin. Thus the Waldensians, much more direetly than eittier Wyclif or Hus, tied the efficacy of the sacraments to the moral quality of the priest. In this sense they represent a revival of the Donatistic principle against which Augustine had argued. Their antisacerdotalism led them to purge their worship of many rituals that were common to the Roman.Church. Saints' days, feast days, relics, pilgrimages, indulgences, even belief• in purgatory, were .all t swept away as harmful excrescehcies of the false church:· · · r'' The Waldensians were able to . ' . 46 The fifteenth-century humanist Lorenzo Valla proved by linguistic analysis that the "donation of Constantine" was a forgery. Thereafter it was used, in a way very different from that of the Waldensians, as a foil for the argument of papal supremacy: ·· From the foregoing survey of late medieval piety and ecclesiology, it should be clear that the church on the eve of the Reformation was beset by diverse models of spirituality and Christian community. The old idea that the Reformation burst asunder the undisturbed unity of an undivided Christendom must be set aside in the light of what one historianhas called the "pregnant plurality" of the fourteenth and fifteenth cehturies. 48 Each of the five reformers we shall examine in this book was shaped by the crosscurrents that characterized theological development between the death of Thomas Aquinas (1274) and that of Gabriel Biel (1495). A complete accouriting of this controverted period would require a monograph of its own. Here we shall merely introduce several of the major trends with which, fo one way or another, Luther, Zwingli; Calvin; Menno, and Tyndale all had to grapple.
Scholasticism
The term ~cholasticism refers to the theology of the sC,h(>o_ls (scholae ogy 'f~ith is al~ay~. i~ se~cli' of understa11ding: fades' qu~~r~hs in;tei~ lectum. "I do 'na't s·eek i~ understand iii order to belie~e, b~t I beli6~e in order t~ rinderst~hd." 50 The· proper balance between: 'faithlnd re~t's~ri on the one hand, and between nature and grace c>n the' oth~r, ~ould be The effort to apply the tools of reason to. the data of revelation was advanced significantly by Peter Abelard (d. 1142) and.his pupil, Peter Lombard (d.1160), whose Four Books of Sentences became the standard textbook for advanced theological study during the next four centuries. This development reached its apex·in the thirteenth century with the appearance of the great scholastic summae and the efforts of brilliant theologians such. as Alexander of Hales,. Albertus Magnus, and above all Thomas Aquinas. to harmonize the newly rediscovered philosophy of Aristotle with the patristic consensus as it had been filtered through and passed down from Augustine.
By any measure, the achievement of Aquinas was remarkable. In the prologue; to, the Summa Theologica,. he. promised. "to follow the things which pertain to sacred doctrine with such brevity and clarity as the subject matter allows."
51 The "brevity" that follows extends to twenty-one volumes, 631 questions, and 10,000 objections or replies! The upshot of this vast output was to show that God and all creation were linked together in a great chain of being. God's existence can be proven by natural reason, not, as Anselm had supposed, by an analysis of the very concept of God b11t rather by obs~r\ratfon of God's effects iri the visible world'. This is the basis of the famous five proofs-::-from motion, causation, contingency, degree, and design--:-that constitute ). Both of these thinkers were involved in a major transmutation of the scholastic syntheses of the thirteenth century: We can point to three basic shifts that had far-reaching consequences for the development of theology during the period of the Renaissance and Reformation: (1) the shift from being to will as the primal metaphor for understanding God, (2) the shift from metaphysics to metahistory as a means of understanding God's.relation to the createdrealm, and (3) the shift from ontological to logicaZ:discourse as: a ·method for doing theology., ., · Aquinas had understood Godprimarily in terms_pfthe effulgence of being. One of his favorite proof texts was Ex6d J:l4:,."IAmthafI Am" (KJV) .. However, by' stressing .so ·strongly the ontological connectiOn between God and the_ created, order; Thomas: camerclose tO limiting God's absolute freedom by entrapping hiin in his own system; as it were'. Duns Scotus reacted against this tendency ,by positing the primacy 6{God's ~il(Within.thebeirig o(God, the divine/will takes precedenc~ over, th~ divin~ intene~t..Ari act fs 'viitrio.us ~e~~ly.because God comma~ds)t'to .be ~o.)f Qod is ~ot,t»ounc! by nec~ssity to the great chain of. being, he is. nonetheless free . to . bind himself by his word, his promise: Both Duns Scotus and Ockham made great use of the distinction between God's absolute power (potentia absoluta) and God's ordained power (potentia ordinata); The·foniier refers to the power by which God, hypotbetically, ~eould.do anything :which does not involve tlie law of contradiction. God could hot make t~o plus two equal five, but he could (so Duns suggested) have become incarnate in an ass instead of a man. He could have decreed adultery to be a virtue rather than a vice. Within the. framework of the absolute freedom of God, it became crucial·. to stress what in fact God had bound himself to by his ordained power; By his ordained power, Godin fact became incarnate in the man Jesus, not in an ass: By his ordained power, God has decreed that salvation will be dispensed through the sacraments of the church and the earning of merits. God's· covenant or pact, that is, God's promise or word, is the basis of the history. of salvation. Still, by his absolute power, God might yet suspend the rules. Conceivably, God could save one outside the ordained system of sacraments and merits-so la fide: .by faith alone. · The third shift, from ontological to logical categories, was car~ ried through most consistently by William of Ockham. The via mode erna (modem way) stemmed from his teachings, as opposed to the via antiqua (old way), which harked back to,the earlier scholastics.such as Aquinas. Ockham denied the' real existence of universal concepts; stressing ·instead their character as names (nomina) ··or logical: constructs. The "nominalism" ·that developed· out of this position focused on individual items of experience; on•their. concrete meaning· and contingent reality rather than their ontological status in the presumed order of being.
•· Such a perspective resulted in a . further. constriction of the realm of reason. It was no longer possible to.argue, as Thomas had, fa>mGod's effects in the world back to God's existence as Prime Mover, First Cause, and so forth. This development implied the demise of natural theology as it had been set forth by the scholastic masters. The existence of God arid the immortality of the soul were every bit as much' articles·of faith as the docttjnes of the ,Trinity and incarnation. Steven Ozment has described the impact of these shifts, and Ockham's worldview, on the religious life of.t!J.eJateMiddleAges. , 1 BY, dwelling so.intently on'(}od's will r.ather. tli~.n his being, ',Oehl.Jain created the coriditioris Jor anew spiritual 'anxi-. ety-not the po.ssib.le nonexistence of God, but the suspi-, Ciori that he' might riot keep his, wo~d; that he, could riot be depended upon to do as he had promised; that the power behind all things might ultimately prove to be .untrustworthy and unfriendly; that God, in a word, might be a liar. Not God's existence, but his goodness; not the rationality . of faith,. but the ability to trust God~these became major , spiritual problems. 52 Mysticism , At the beginning of the fifteenth century,'. Jean' Gersori; chancellor of the University of Paris and one of the leaders of the conciliar movement, distinguished three' paths to the knowiedge of God. The first phth, natural. theology, discerned the handiwork· of God "within creation arid sought to understand the' Creator by applying human reason to the firiite world. The second, dogmatic theology, investigated the sources of God's special revelation in the Scriptures, creeds; and tiadi~ tiori of the d:mrch'. The third path was mystical theology.: By this way the soul was, as it were,."ravished above itself,'' and'received'a direct; intuitive, sometimes: ecstatic experience' of God. 53 From Paul's rapture irifo the third heaven' (2 Cor 12:1-4) to Francis's reception in his body of the stigmata, the marks'of Christ's passion: to·Bemard's exposition of the Song of Songs in terms of the soul's' intimate uriion with Christ the Bridegroom, mystical experience had been a mainstay of Christian spirituality. Indeed, it was possible for the same person to be an exponent of all three types of theology. Thomas Aquinas is an example of this. Aquinas's;scholastic writirigsshow him a master of both natural and dogin~tic theology; and;· near the end of his life 'with his· great Summa Th'eologica still imfinished,' he was possessed' of a profound mystical experience. He was reported to have said, "I have seen that which makes all I have written and thought look small to me.''
